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Abstract: The distributed recovery block (DRB) scheme
is a widely applicable approach for realizing both
hardware and software fault tolerance in real-time
distributed and parallel computer systems. One of the
most important extensions of the DRB scheme which were
outlined in recent years but not developed fully is the
integration of the DRB scheme and a network surveillance
(NS) scheme. We recently developed an NS scheme
effective in a variety of point-to-point networks and it is
called the supervisor-based NS (SNS) scheme. In this
paper, we present an integration of the DRB scheme with
the SNS scheme, called the DRB/SNS scheme. This
scheme is a significant improvement over the previous
versions of the DRB scheme with respect to the fault
coverage and recovery time bound achieved in the
systems that are based on point-to-point networks. The
execution support for the integrated scheme has been
implemented as a part of the DREAM kernel prototype, a
timeliness-guaranteed operating system kernel developed
at the University of California, Irvine. The recovery time
bound of the DRB/SNS scheme is analyzed on the basis of
the prototype implementation.
Keywords: Distributed recovery block, network
surveillance, point-to-point networks, real-time systems,
fault-tolerance, fault coverage, recovery time bound.

1. Introduction
The complexity of large-scale real-time systems used
in safety-critical applications has been growing rapidly in
recent years [Bas96, Yen97]. Such applications impose
stringent reliability requirements on the computing
systems, including the requirements that recovery from
both hardware and software faults be tightly bounded in
time. The recovery time bound must also be acceptably
small. Moreover, it is highly desirable to use fault
tolerance techniques that are scalable, i.e., applicable to
architectures of different sizes.
One broadly applicable software approach for
realizing real-time fault tolerance capabilities in parallel
and distributed computer systems is the distributed
recovery block (DRB) scheme [Kim94, Kim95a, Fra91,
Hec91]. The DRB scheme was created as an approach for
parallel redundant execution of real-time tasks such that if
hardware and/or software faults occur, forward recovery
with minimal bounded delay is effected. In recent years,
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the DRB scheme has been extended in several directions
to fit into different types of system architectures and also
to further improve the recovery time bound and the fault
coverage of the scheme [Kim96].
One of the most important extensions which were
outlined in recent years but not developed fully is the
integration of the DRB scheme and a network surveillance
(NS) scheme. NS schemes facilitate the fast learning by
each interested fault-free node in the system of the faults
or the repair completion events occurring in other parts of
the system and also facilitate fast reconfiguration. We
recently developed a semi-centralized real-time NS
scheme [Kim97] effective in a variety of point-to-point
networks and it is called the supervisor-based network
surveillance (SNS) scheme.
In this paper, we present an integration of the DRB
scheme with the SNS scheme, called the DRB/SNS
scheme. This scheme is a significant improvement over
the previous versions of the DRB scheme with respect to
the fault coverage and recovery time bound achieved in
the systems that are based on point-to-point networks.
Moreover, this scheme is one of the very few software
approaches for delay-bounded tolerance of both hardware
and software faults that can be used for point-to-point
network architectures. An integration of the DRB scheme
with a decentralized NS scheme for local area network
(LAN)-based systems with efficient broadcast capabilities
was outlined earlier in [Kim96]. The problems
encountered in integrating the DRB approach with an NS
scheme effective in a point-to-point network environment
are substantially different from those in an efficient
broadcasting LAN environment. We also present a
concrete modular implementation model of the DRB/SNS
scheme.
As a validation experiment, the execution support for
the scheme was incorporated into a prototype
implementation of the DREAM kernel which is a model
of a timeliness-guaranteed operating system kernel
developed at the University of California, Irvine
[Kim95b]. This implementation minus a few low-level
device-dependent modules can be viewed as an
implementation model which can be easily adapted to
various commercial operating system kernels.
In order to obtain some tight recovery time bounds,
the performance of the DRB/SNS scheme is analyzed on

the basis of the presented
implementation model
under various cases of
faults. In safety-critical
real-time distributed
computing applications,
the recovery time bound is
a measure of critical
importance, but yet such
analyses had been done
scarcely until a few years
ago.
The paper starts in
Section 2 with a
description of the pointto-point network based
system architecture model
adopted and also the fault
Figure 1. System architecture model
source model along with
the assumed failure
decision. Such a routing scheme is called a store-andfrequency bounds. The SNS scheme developed earlier is
forward routing scheme. This type of system architecture
reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 then presents the basic
or its minor variations can be found in applications such
principles and a modular implementation model of the
as defense command-control systems, factory automation
DRB/SNS scheme. A recovery time bound analysis of the
systems, etc. As shown in Figure 1, each LAN has two or
DRB/SNS scheme is given in Section 5 and the paper
more gateways which function in a redundant fashion.
concludes in Section 6.
Thus, even if one of the gateways becomes faulty, each

2. System architecture model, fault types, and
fault frequency bounds
As a system architecture model which can represent
a variety of point-to-point network architectures with
different specializations, the model depicted in Figure 1
was chosen. The system consists of m different local area
networks (LAN’s). Each LAN consists of a maximum of n
different local nodes and typically contains multiple
gateway nodes. Within a LAN, the local nodes may be
connected with one another either via a broadcast bus or
via a point-to-point network. Two nodes in different
LAN’s communicate with each other through the gateways
attached to each LAN. Figure 2 also shows a region R
bounded by dotted lines. The nodes within R
communicate with each other via one or more point-topoint links. These nodes execute the SNS scheme. Only
a subset of them may be involved in executing a real-time
application structured and operating under the DRB/SNS
scheme. For the nodes in each LAN with efficient
broadcast facilities, which are outside R, some alternate
NS scheme such as the periodic reception history
broadcast (PRHB) [Kop93, Kim94a] or the time-triggered
protocol (TTP) [Kop93] which takes advantage of the
cheap broadcast facility may be chosen. From now on, we
concentrate on the nodes in R for application of the
DRB/SNS scheme.
Every message sent from a source node to a nonneighbor destination node within R is stored for a while in
each intermediate node while the node makes a routing

node in a LAN can still communicate with a node in a
different LAN through another gateway.
Two nodes in R are said to be neighbors of each
other if they are connected by a direct point-to-point link.
For example Pa and G11 are neighbors of each other.
2.1 Fault sources
In the model depicted in Figure 1, possible sources
of faults in a node are represented by a task process, an
incoming communication handling channel (I-channel),
and an outgoing communication handling channel (Ochannel). Faults in the task process represent faults in the
main processor, faults in the application software, faults in
the system software running on the main processor, etc.
Faults in the I-channel represent faults in various
components of a node (both hardware and software) that
are involved in receiving a message from the point-topoint network. Faults in the O-channel represent faults in
various components of a node (both hardware and
software) that are involved in sending a message to the
network. Any observed fault of a node could be an
instance of a combination of faults in the fault sources
mentioned above.
The remaining fault source is one or more links of
the point-to-point interconnection network. Faults in the
interconnection network inside a DRB station would
affect the intra-station communication whereas the faults
in the interconnection network outside a DRB station may
affect the inter-station communication. Each of the four
fault sources described in the above fault source model is
called a fault source component.

We assume that since the routing scheme is of the
store-and-forward type, a permanent failure of any one of
the three fault source components in a node disables not
only the node’s processing capabilities but also the node’s
routing capabilities.
2.2 Fault types covered and fault frequencies assumed
The DRB/SNS scheme has been designed to tolerate
various types of faults that occur in various fault sources
mentioned in the preceding section subject to the fault
frequency assumptions stated below. Of the assumptions,
A1-A4 have been made for the SNS scheme.
(A1) The task process and two other fault-source
components in each node do not generate messages
containing erroneous values nor untimely messages.
(A2) The clocks in the nodes are kept synchronized
sufficiently closely for practical purposes, i.e., for the
given applications.
(A3) Each of the nodes performing store-and-forward
functions (as well as the source node) transmits each
stored message twice continuously. It is assumed that this
makes the probability of transient fault occurrences in the
components of the two neighbor nodes and those in the
link between the two neighbor nodes causing message
losses to be negligible. This dual redundant transmission
approach was also exploited in [Kop93].
(A4) Let SN be the set of fault source components
belonging to a node N, and LL(P, Q) be {link connecting
two neighbor nodes P and Q}. The time interval from the
time of the occurrence of a permanent hardware fault F in
SN or in LL(P, Q) to the time every healthy node in the
system learns of the fault occurrence under the SNS
scheme is the detection period of the SNS scheme for the
fault F. The SNS scheme assumes that during that
detection period, no other hardware fault occurs in node
M, where M ≠ N, or in LL(I, J), where (I, J) ≠ (P, Q). The
worst-case detection latency of the SNS scheme for all
possible hardware faults in the system is denoted by
WDLSNS. Therefore, it is assumed that no second
hardware fault occurs in the system within WDLSNS after
the occurrence of the first permanent hardware fault.
Let RT denote the maximum interval of time
between the occurrence of a permanent fault in a DRB
station and the completion of the repairing of the faulty
situation which may involve relocating a member node of
the station. It is safe to say that RT is much larger than
WDLSNS.
(A5) In a time interval of RT, the permanent failures of
both partner nodes in a DRB station are assumed to have a
negligible probability of occurrence.
(A6) In a time interval of RT, the transient failures of
both partner nodes in a DRB station are assumed to have a
negligible probability of occurrence.
(A7) The topology of the point-to-point network used, the
nature of the application, and the task relocation
arrangement are such that the node and link failures
occurring within the bounds of A4, A5, and A6 cannot
lead to permanent partitioning of the application system

into inoperable disconnected subsystems during the
lifetime of the application mission.
Under the DRB/SNS scheme, two copies of every
message are sent from a source node to a destination node,
the first copy along one path, P1 and the second copy
along an alternate path, P2. It is assumed that it is always
possible to find P1 and P2 such that they have no
links/nodes in common, except the source node and the
destination node.
If this assumption A7 along with A3 and A4 hold, it
implies that a message sent from the source node will
definitely reach the destination node as long as the
destination node does not fail during the message
transmission period. (This is because during the message
transmission period (which is much smaller than WDLSNS)
no two permanent faults can occur and thus at least one
path, P1 or P2, is fault-free. Also, transient faults are
masked as stated in A3.)

3. Overview of the SNS scheme
Figure 2 shows the basic operation of the SNS
scheme. As shown in the figure, there are two types of
nodes that execute the SNS scheme, the worker nodes and
a supervisor node. The worker nodes are mainly
responsible for judging their own health status, the health
status of their neighbor nodes, and the health status of the
links attached to themselves. The supervisor node
performs all the duties that a worker normally does.
In addition, it is responsible for collecting fault
suspicion reports from worker nodes, using the collected
information to judge whether a fault has indeed occurred,
and then sending the fault occurrence notice to all the
healthy worker nodes in the system.
The SNS scheme is executed by a set of nodes SNSR
that consists of n worker nodes and a supervisor node.
Under the normal mode of operation, each node in SNSR
will have at least two healthy neighboring nodes. If the
number of neighbors of a node N in SNSR drops down to
one, then we treat N as a component of its neighbor node
Y. Thereafter, Y and its neighbors are responsible for
detecting the faults in N. A subset of SNSR is involved in
actively executing some distributed real-time application
tasks. In Figure 1, SNSR would be all the nodes within the
region R or a subset of them.
Under the SNS scheme, two copies of every message
are sent from a source node to a destination node, the first
copy along one path P1 and the second copy along a
disjoint alternate path P2. Since it is assumed that (a)
transient faults are masked by the dual redundant
transmission approach (assumption A3), (b) permanent
faults cannot occur in more than one node or link during
the period of a message transmission which is much
shorter than WDLSNS (assumption A4), and (c) node or
link failures do not lead to permanent partitioning of the
application system during the lifetime of the application
mission (assumption A7), it is always possible for the
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source node to find P1 and P2 such that at least
one copy of the message sent will definitely
reach the destination node as long as the source
node and the destination node are healthy
during the period of the message transmission.
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4. The DRB/SNS Scheme
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4.1 Basic principles of the DRB scheme
The distributed recovery block (DRB)
scheme is an approach for realizing both
hardware fault tolerance and software fault
tolerance in real-time distributed and/or parallel
:RUNHU
computer systems. In its basic configuration, a
DRB computing station consists of two
processing nodes executing two functionally
equivalent tasks in parallel, the first node called
the primary node and the second node called the shadow
node, where a computing station refers to a processing
node (hardware and software) dedicated to the execution
of one or a few application tasks [Kim94, Kim95a]. Here
the task software in the primary node as well as that in the
shadow node are constructed by use of the recovery block
language construct [Ran95]. A recovery block may
consist of multiple versions of a task procedure and an
acceptance test (AT) function designed to judge the
reasonableness of the results produced by each version.
Such versions are called try blocks. A try (i.e., execution
of a try block) is always followed by an AT execution. A
try not completed within the maximum execution time
allowed for each try block due to hardware faults or
excessive looping is also treated as an AT failure.
Therefore, the AT is a combination of both logic and time
AT’s and can be constructed entirely in software or in the
form of a software-hardware combination. In most cases a
recovery block containing just two try blocks, a primary
try block and an alternate try block, is designed. The
roles of the two try blocks are assigned differently in the
two partner nodes. The governing rule is that the primary
node tries to execute the primary try block whenever
possible whereas the shadow node tries to execute the
alternate try block.
4.2 Operating rules of the DRB/SNS scheme
In typical real-time fault-tolerant computer systems
using the DRB scheme, there will be several DRB stations
among which real-time data flow. These stations are
called here worker DRB stations. In addition, we may
also incorporate a supervisor station in order to make the
system highly robust and extend the lifetime of the system
[Hec91, Kim95a] as shown in Figure 1. Actually, the
SNS scheme already incorporates a supervisor node that
monitors the health status of all the worker nodes as well
as the inter-node communication links in the system, and
in case of a fault observation, informs all the healthy
nodes in the system of the observed fault. In the
DRB/SNS scheme, the supervisor node performs all these
functions and in addition, is responsible for detection of
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Figure 2. The SNS scheme
the misjudgments made by the nodes in DRB stations
about the status of their partner nodes, reconfiguration of
the network including task redistribution, etc.
The processing in a worker DRB station begins
when the worker DRB nodes receive an input data item
from the predecessor DRB station. Next, the task process
in the primary node picks a data item for processing and
sends the ID of the data item to its partner (event O1).
This step is necessary to ensure consistent processing of
input data by the partner worker nodes in the DRB station.
Also, if the data ID does not arrive at the shadow node
within a specific deadline DLID, the shadow knows that a
fault has occurred somewhere. In such a case, the shadow
task process will change its role to that of the primary,
pick up a new input data item to process and execute its
try block and AT. Upon passing the AT and before
updating its local data base and sending the output
message out, the new primary will seek the help of the
SNS scheme executing within the primary node to find out
if any permanent I-channel fault, in short a PI fault, has
occurred within the primary node and caused the node to
miss the data ID message from the partner node and
switch its role to change from that of the shadow to that of
the primary. For this, the new primary checks whether
WDLSNS time units have gone past since the time the data
ID message would have arrived at the primary node under
normal fault-free circumstances. This step is necessary to
prevent the two partner nodes from entering dangerous
inconsistent states. Only after the new primary task
process confirms that the primary node has been faultfree, it will produce the output. Otherwise, it will initiate
a spontaneous shutdown. Thus, a faulty node does not
produce any external outputs.
After the O1 event, the primary task process
proceeds to execute its primary try block and test the
validity of the result using the AT. Upon completing the
AT execution, it sends the AT result (ATR) to the partner
(event O2). This message (or absence of it within a
specific deadline, DLAT) helps the partner in detecting
faults (software or hardware) in the primary node. After

the O2 event, the primary task process proceeds to send
the output to both its successor primary and the successor
shadow nodes (event O3). Since this output is sent in a
redundant fashion (similar to the case discussed in Section
3) to each of the two successor nodes (primary and
shadow), the message is bound to arrive at the receiver
nodes as long as the sender and the receiver nodes remain
fault-free. Hence, the primary node need not wait or take
an extra action to confirm the successful delivery of the
output message to the successor DRB station but rather
can assume that the message it sends out will reach at least
one of the nodes of the successor DRB station which will
remain fault-free during the transmission period. Thus,
the primary node sends the output success notice (OSN) to
its partner node (event O4) after sending the output to the
successor DRB station. This message (or absence of it
within a specific deadline, DLOSN) helps the partner in
detecting faults in the primary node.
4.3 Modular structuring of the DRB/SNS scheme
Figure 3 shows a modular implementation model for
the primary node. The structuring of the shadow node is
similar and will not be discussed in this paper. The
function of the primary DRB node consists of the
Application Task Process and four co-resident kernelthreads called the Watchdog Timer Thread (WTT), the
Incoming Communication Thread (ICT), the Outgoing
Communication Thread (OCT), and the Network
Surveillance & Partnership Support Thread (NPT). The
four kernel-threads are periodic threads with the unused
portions of thread-time-slices "donated" to the task
process. Inter-process communication (IPC) within a
node is achieved through various queues located in the
shared memory area of the node whereas IPC between two
different nodes is achieved by message transmission
through the point-to-point interconnection network.
The functions of the application task process and the
four kernel-threads are as follows:
(1) Application task process: This is the main process
that performs the application computation. This process
consists of the primary logic of the application task and
the mechanisms to support the DRB/SNS scheme.
(2) WTT: This kernel-thread checks whether the
application task process violates the try block execution
deadlines set in Qdeadline, and in case a deadline violation
is detected, it orders the task process to turn to a shadow
task process through a message deposited in Qtimeout.
(3) NPT: This is responsible for almost everything in the
SNS scheme described in Section 3 except the generation
of the heartbeat signals. For example, some or all of the
functions such as periodic analysis of the received
heartbeat signals, reporting fault suspicions, election of a
supervisor, and supervisory function, are handled by this
kernel-thread, depending on the role of the host node (a
worker node, supervisor node or a neighbor of the
supervisor node). This thread also notifies the application
task process of any detected faults in the host node (by
depositing an order to shut down in Qorder checked by the

application task process). In addition, this thread honors
any requests from the partner or supervisor. For instance,
the partner may request for a copy of a missing data item,
the supervisor may order the node to shut the latter’s
operation down, etc.
(4) ICT: This distributes the messages received from
other nodes to appropriate destination queues. In
particular, it periodically forwards the messages that
should be processed by NPT into QNPT and the input data
items into QIN checked by the application task process. In
addition, it also maintains a buffer containing some
number of the most recent input data items. This buffer is
used by NPT to honor a partner’s request for a particular
missing input data item.
(5) OCT: This sends to the point-to-point network
messages such as output data items deposited into QOUT
by the application task process and the messages related to
the SNS scheme deposited into QOUT by NPT. Also, this
generates heartbeat signals to be sent to each of the node’s
healthy neighbors as a part of the SNS scheme.
If any fault occurs in the primary node, the shadow
task process will learn of the fault either by an explicit
notice from the primary (as in the case of an AT failure in
the primary) or in one of the following four ways:
(a) a notice from the WTT of the shadow node regarding
the absence of a data ID from the primary partner within a
specific deadline DLID, or
(b) a notice from the WTT of the shadow node regarding
the absence of an AT result output from the primary
partner within a specific deadline DLAT, or
(c) a notice from the WTT of the shadow node regarding
the absence of an OSN message from the primary partner
within a specific deadline DLOSN, or
(d) a notice from the NPT of the shadow node that the
primary node has failed.
Although all the detailed logical operations of the
DRB/SNS scheme are embedded within the kernel in the
implementation model in Figure 3, it is possible to
implement middleware components performing essentially
the same logical operations and running on top of many
commercial real-time kernels.

5. Recovery time bound analysis
of the DRB/SNS scheme
Notations
(N1) Time t(a): Time t(a) is defined as the instant at
which an event a occurs.
(N2) Time interval d(a,b): Let a and b denote two types
of ordered events that take place in the order [a, b]. Then
d(a,b) is defined as the time interval between the start of a
and the end of b.

n

5.1 Definitions
(1) Processing time L of a DRB station: L is defined as
the time interval between the time of arrival of a particular
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Figure 3. Modular implementation model of the DRB/SNS scheme
data item at QEXT of the primary node and the time the
corresponding output leaves the DRB station.
(2) Worst-case processing time Lff of a DRB station in
the absence of faults: Lff is defined as the maximum
value of L when a DRB station operates under fault-free
conditions.
(3) Worst-case processing time Lmax of a DRB station
in the presence of faults: Lmax is defined as the
maximum value of L when faults occur in the DRB station
within the bounds established in Section 3.
(4) Recovery time bound RTB of a DRB station: RTB
is defined as the difference between Lmax and Lff.
(5) Maximum message transmission time TRANS:
Maximum time interval that elapses from the time a
message leaves the QOUT of a node to the time the message
reaches the QEXT of any other node in the system. This
time includes the time taken for redundant transmissions
of the same message over two different paths as explained
in Section 3.2.

(6) Maximum thread turnaround time: Maximum
interval of time that elapses from the time an item arrives
at any of the input queues of the thread to the time the
corresponding output is produced.
(6a) Maximum ICT turnaround time MIT: Maximum
amount of time that elapses between the time of arrival of
a message in the input queue of ICT in a node (i.e., QEXT
in Figure 3) to the time at which the ICT completes the
forwarding of the item.
(6b) Maximum OCT turnaround time MOT:
Maximum amount of time that elapses from the time of
arrival of an item at the input queue of OCT (i.e., QOUT in
Figure 5) to the time at which the OCT completes the
processing (sending) of the item.
(7) Worst-case fault detection latency WDLSNS of the
SNS scheme: Maximum amount of time between the
occurrence of a fault F {node fault, link fault} and the
learning of the fault occurrence by all the healthy nodes in
the system. The details on a method for calculation of
WDLSNS are referred to [Kim97].

(8) Lag limit LGL of the shadow: This is defined as the
maximum interval of time the shadow task process can lag
behind the primary task process without inducing the risk
of missing the deadline for taking the final output
action(s). If the shadow exceeds this lag limit, it should
enter a node recovery mode and try to catch up with the
primary.

n

5.2 Recovery time bound of the DRB/SNS scheme
Figure 4 shows the timing chart of a DRB station
under fault-free conditions. The three parameters of
interest in Figure 4 are MIT, MOT, and TRANS.
According to the definitions given in Section 5.1, the
worst-case time interval between the arrival of an input
data message in QEXT of the primary node (event I1p-a)
and the time at which the ICT finishes moving this
message to QIN (event I2p-a) in Figure 4 is shown as MIT
time units. Similarly, the worst-case time interval between
the arrival of a message in QOUT (event O1-i) and the time
at which the OCT finishes sending this message to the
network (event O1-s) is shown as MOT time units.
Finally, the worst-case time interval between the event
O1-s of the primary node and I2-a of the shadow node is
shown as TRANS time units. For the simplicity in the
analysis of the recovery time bounds, we assume that the
difference between t(I1p-a) and t(I1s-a) is negligible.
Note that Lff includes the time period during which the
input data item waits in QIN to be picked up by the
primary task process. The bound for this waiting time
should also be known at the design time.
This timing chart facilitates the calculation of
various deadlines used to detect failures. The deadline in
the shadow task process for the checking of the data ID
from the primary for a particular input data item X is
calculated as
t(I1p-a) + d(I1p-a, O1-i) + d(O1-i, O1-s) +
d(O1-s, I2-a) + d(I2-a, I2-p) + LGL
≤ t(I1s-a) + d(I1p-a, O1-i) + MOT + TRANS +
MIT + LGL = DLID
(1)

"intermediate" deadline is violated. The shadow will
change its role to that of the primary, pick up a new input
data item, deposit the data ID in QOUT, and start the
processing of a new data item. After the new primary
passes the AT, it first checks whether the time interval of
WDLSNS units has gone past since the time at which the
data ID message would have arrived at the shadow task
process’s data ID queue, Qdataid. Note that the time at
which the shadow task process checks this condition will
be in the worst-case equal to DLID + Pexec, where Pexec is
the worst-case time for executing the step of picking the
new input data item, depositing the data ID in QOUT, and
finally executing both the primary try block and the AT
after sending the data ID (Figure 4). The time at which
the data ID would have arrived at Qdataid will be equal to
(DLID − LGL) and the shadow task process checks for the
presence of the data ID LGL time units later in the worstcase. This means that the shadow task process waits for
Z((DLID − LGL + WDLSNS) − (DLID + Pexec)) = Z(WDLSNS
− (LGL + Pexec)) time units after executing its try block
and AT, where Z(x) = x if x > 0 and Z(x) = 0 if x ≤ 0.
The worst-case processing time of the DRB station
in the normal fault-free case is thus
Lff = WQD + Pexec + DATR_OM + MOT

(2)

where DATR_OM is the time taken to execute the steps of
depositing the AT result and the output message in QOUT.
As mentioned before, the shadow task process can learn of
the faults occurred in the primary node in four major ways
besides relying on a notice from the primary itself. The
recovery time bound of the DRB/SNS scheme can be
determined by considering these cases. Due to space
limit, details of the analyses of the four cases are not given
here and only the analyses results are given below.
Case 1: WTT in the shadow node detects the absence of a
data ID from the primary by DLID
The recovery time is MOT + TRANS + MIT + LGL +
Z(WDLSNS − LGL- Pexec) time units.
Case 2: WTT in the shadow node detects the absence of
AT result from the primary by DLAT
The recovery time is MOT + TRANS + MIT + LGL
time units.

Here LGL, the lag limit, is the tolerable delay that can be
incurred by the shadow task process in checking the
arrival of the data ID from the primary partner. t(I1s-a) is
the time at which X arrived at the shadow node, and
d(I1p-a, O1-i) is the sum of the queuing delay of X at the
primary node and the time taken by the primary task
process to execute the step for sending the ID of X to the
shadow. The worst-case value for d(I1p-a, O1-i), WQD,
can be quite accurately estimated by the shadow node by
using the times at which the OSN arrived at the shadow
node in the immediately preceding cycle, and the time at
which X arrived at the shadow node. Note that a copy of
X is assumed to have arrived at both the primary and the
shadow nodes roughly at the same time.

Case 4: NPT in the shadow node detects that the primary
node has failed.
The recovery time cannot be greater than that in the
three preceding cases (1, 2, and 3).
The results of the above analysis can be summarized
as follows.

Thus, once an input data item arrives at the shadow
node, the shadow task process should check for the arrival
of the ID of the data item from the partner within WQD +
MOT + TRANS + MIT + LGL time units. Suppose this

Proposition P1: If a fault occurs in a model component
of a DRB station operating under the DRB/SNS scheme,
then the recovery time for a real-time application in the
station is bounded by RTB = MOT + TRANS + MIT + LGL

Case 3: WTT in the shadow node detects the absence of
OSN from the primary within DLOSN
This case is similar to case 2, and the recovery time
here is again MOT + TRANS + MIT + LGL time units.

+ Z(WDLSNS − LGL − Pexec), where all the parameters have
the meanings given in Section 6.
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Numerical example: In the DREAM kernel prototype,
MIT = MOT = 8 msec. Also, in [Kim97]
WDLSNS for the DREAM kernel has been calculated as
95.5 msec. If we choose TRANS = 0.5 msec, and LGL = 1
msec, Pexec = 200 msec, then RTB = 17.5 msec.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, we extended the basic DRB scheme
into the DRB/SNS scheme for time-bounded fault
tolerance in point-to-point network architectures and the
main extension was in incorporating a supervisor-based
network surveillance scheme. The new extension yields
better fault coverage and better recovery time bounds. A
prototype implementation of the scheme has been
incorporated into a DREAM kernel prototype running on
a PC network. Through experimental injection of faults,
the capability of the implementation was validated to
some extent. An analysis procedure for recovery time
bounds, which could be of major importance in many
hard-real-time applications, was also presented. Some
fruitful directions for future research in this area would be
to integrate the DRB/SNS scheme with the scheme for
configuring a new shadow node as well as to extend the
DRB/SNS scheme to allow hosting more than one
application task on a node.
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